HUNGARIAN DAYS
TASTE OUR CULTURE

DEAR SIR/MADAM!
Let us briefly introduce the unique result of the fruitful cooperation of Burg Party Service and Corpus
Communications, our new concept of gastronomy service that combines catering, entertainment, culture and
business.
According to our experience all around the world guests are always open to get acquainted with new dishes,
especially in an atmosphere evoking the taste of the certain culture. When we are to meet their
requirements and ever increasing needs for novelties we have to take up the fight.
We are working hard to organize the highest quality Hungarian gastro-culture days all around the world,
helping luxury hotels and restaurants to extend their selection of offers.
In the Hungarian Days – Taste Our Culture program we offer a series of menus compiled by our
professional chefs and prepared with unique spices from Hungary. Our chefs have already proved their
outstanding professional talent at international competitions and they do their best to create a perfect,
authentic atmosphere at the event. Of course when preparing our menu offers we consider the host
country's ethnic or religious gastronomic traditions as well. Beside the pleasure of culinary joys we ensure
the authentic atmosphere by the performance of typically Hungarian dancers and musicians and of course
by the contribution of a gipsy band that is the essential part of the national feeling.
Upon your request we provide a comprehensive package of services and manage the organization as it
follows:
 We provide our professional staff for managing the event from the preparation works till the last
guest left.
 We provide the essential and unique Hungarian ingredients, spices and wines for the menu.
 Our award winner cooks prepare the menu and teach the local stuff on request.
 We provide traditional Hungarian costumes to put on hostesses who welcome the guests.
 We ensure the authentic atmosphere with a gipsy band and performers

For more information on the Hungarian Days – Taste Our Culture program please visit
www.hungariandays.com website or read our attached brochure.
If our proposal have raised your attention or you have further questions in connection with our offer please
do not hesitate to contact us at one of the following availabilities.
Yours sincerely,

Jónás György
Burg Party Service
Managing Director

Nagy Zoltán
Corpus Communications
Managing Director

As the official caterer also for the Hungarian National Theater and the National Palace of Arts, Burg Party Service has already proved its
professionalism as it had the chance to provide services for more than half million guests so far. Among the guests of the company you can find
such distinguished guests as H.R.H Albert II of Belgium, or Andrew G. Vajna
Corpus Communications offers comprehensive marketing communication and PR services to its clients since 1999. As an independent agency
with its own team for creative and production works it provides professional communication solutions. It was the co-organizer of “Mobil Show
2006”, attracting more than 14000 visitors and activating the whole Hungarian mobile communication sector.
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